
Playing In, Around and Outside of Your Sandbox

An Ad agency designs an experiential retail store in Times Square.
A Product Design shop creates an interactive marketing campaign for a global company.
A Marketing firm designs the interface for a leading gaming device.

What’s going on here?  Why are some organizations “playing outside” of their immediate disciplines? 

There seems to be an evolution going on before our very eyes. 
Firms that understand how to plan, architect and design customer experiences are now doing work that may have
previously been outside of their immediate offerings in the past.  So what does this mean to the industry? 
Will skills become more specialized or generalized?  Are walls coming down or is this just a natural progression?
And how does this influence interdisciplinary teams positioned on the front lines?

Marketing.  By Frog Design
Founded primarily as a product design firm, Frog Design currently positions themselves as a
“creative consulting firm”.   The “Picture A Healthy World” campaign features a site that allows individuals
to upload photos of themselves as well as health related stories.
All photos submitted to Picture a Healthy World (ge.com./health) appear on a 
Times Square digital billboard. Users are emailed a picture of their picture on the Reuters building.

Digital Product Design.  By AKQA
AKQA, an integrated marketing firm not only handles multiple
marketing efforts for client Microsoft—they designed the interface
for the XBOX 360.  AKQA has most recently positioned themselves
as a “global interactive agency that uses innovative ideas and technology
to deliver results for the worlds leading brands”

Retail Experience Store.  By Ogilvy
Mammoth Ad Agency Ogilvy & Mather are tasked with

coming up with a new Hershey Billboard for Times Square.
Nine months later, the Hershey Store concept is conceived in it’s place.

Ogilvy partners with scores of architects, special effects artists, painters and plumbers
to help bring the concept to life.

More at Logic + Emotion    //    http://darmano.typepad.com


